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A Career in the Courtroom: A Different Model for the Success of Women Who Try Cases
In March 2004, a group of DRI members actively engaged in defense practice was given a unique opportunity by DRI President William R. Sampson. President Sampson asked the group to form a task force that would undertake a ground-breaking DRI project on the subject of challenges facing women defense attorneys, a subject many of us in the task force know well, having been practicing defense attorneys for a number of years. As chair of the Task Force, I had the good fortune to work with a group of talented defense attorneys who are well respected in the legal community. The work of the Task Force in designing and conducting the interviews, sharing other research on the subject, and writing this report was a truly collaborative effort.

The findings and recommendations contained in this report were formulated by the Task Force after compiling and analyzing a substantial amount of interview and survey data, with the invaluable assistance of the DRI staff. The Task Force is grateful to the women defense attorneys we interviewed for candidly sharing their experiences and their views on how we can implement policies and practices for the mutual benefit of women defense trial lawyers and law firms. The Task Force also appreciates the participation of the judges, in-house corporate counsel, clients, and managing partners who gave up their time to answer our questions and give their perspective on the subject. We found the interviews to be very interesting, thought provoking, and fun; it was also interesting to discover similarities between what we each heard from our interviewees. We also thank the women who took the time to respond to the survey developed by the Task Force.
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The idea for this Task Force, and this splendid paper, did not spring from a single episode in a single trial. Our Task Force members have many stories. But I want to share several of mine.

The first involves a conversation I had years ago. We were speaking, proudly, of the success we were having in recruiting and nurturing women to try jury cases in Kansas. Too few years after that, we found ourselves wondering why so few were left, and what had happened.

The second story involves a good friend, Betsy Collins, of Atlanta, Georgia. I have had the pleasure of trying two jury cases with her, one in Birmingham, Alabama, and one in Kansas City, Kansas. I will tell you, because I have seen it so clearly in both cities, that Betsy communicates with women jurors differently than I do! And her communication is powerful and effective.

The third is not a story at all, but a challenge and a strong dose of reality. Our clients want trial teams who look like the communities where they try cases. In my most recent trial in federal court, seven women sat on a jury of eight. If we want to communicate in the most effective way… if we truly want to represent the clients and communities we serve… we need women trying our cases.

This paper reflects the thinking and research and analysis of people who try cases. Women from around the country, women who try cases regularly, were surveyed and have contributed. So have men. Our Task Force—A Career In The Courtroom: DRI’s Task Force on Women Who Try Cases, led by Shelley Provosty, has done important work at an important time. Much of their focus has been on the creation of “recommended practices” for both women in the profession and the law firms whose clients need their talent. We hope these recommendations prove useful.

This DRI Task Force will continue to receive all the DRI support it needs to achieve its goals. We welcome your reaction to this paper; and we welcome your support of DRI and its nearly 5,000 women members whose courtroom work is so important to our clients’ success.

William R. Sampson  
DRI President  
Shook Hardy & Bacon LLP  
Overland Park, Kansas
A DRI Task Force was formed to identify professional challenges unique to women who are defense trial lawyers and to suggest ways to meet those challenges.

To gather facts and viewpoints, the Task Force conducted in-depth interviews with over 100 affected persons, mostly women in the private practice of law. In addition, an electronically transmitted survey was completed by 765 women lawyers from all parts of the nation. The Task Force also researched studies done by other organizations regarding challenges facing women lawyers.

The Task Force found that, while the number of practicing lawyers continues to rise, women are often underrepresented in the ranks of law firm partnership—a goal that often indicates success in the practice of law. Too many of them leave their firms before being promoted, even though the firm has made a long-term investment of time, effort, and money in their training and development.

The premise of the Task Force report is that many defense law firms, by not providing equal opportunities to women lawyers, or by not taking into account their needs and desires, are not reaping full benefit from their investment.

When they leave the firm, many women become in-house corporate counsel, government lawyers, judges, or take other positions, all of which are perceived as more hospitable to women lawyers. Or, they leave the field of law completely.

The Task Force identified and analyzed gender-based challenges and difficulties faced by women lawyers that often lead to their early departure from many law firms. The challenges include:

- advancing in firms—and in a professional field—dominated by men
- allowing women litigators to be as aggressive and confrontational as male litigators
- developing a clientele—a “book of business”—for the firm
- balancing the time demands of a private law trial practice with family life

Women lawyers believe that there is a “glass ceiling” that inhibits their advancement. They are expected to work harder than male trial lawyers, yet receive less professional respect from clients and male lawyers. They also report gender bias in work assignments, in the courtroom, from opposing counsel, and among their male colleagues in the firm.
Difficulties encountered by women in finding new clients include inadequate training by the firm and many women's discomfort in participating in male-oriented social and recreational activities.

American society continues to expect the woman to manage and bear the heaviest responsibility for her family life, including child rearing, regardless of the demands of a law practice. Women with young children are often viewed as less committed to the practice of law. Some accommodation between domestic responsibilities and law practice must be found if law firms are serious about retaining their highly capable and valuable women.

In suggesting strategies to meet the challenges, the Task Force looked at practices in law firms that have successfully incorporated aspiring women trial lawyers into the practice and retained their services. These include:

- flexible full-time work schedules
- part-time work
- day care facilities at the firm's location
- providing trial opportunities for young female associates, as a “second chair” or mere observer
- allowing associates to volunteer for pro bono litigation work outside the firm
- effective mentoring relationships with senior lawyers in the firm
- including women on the committees that manage the firm—the “power structure”
- more expert guidance on how to market oneself more aggressively
- less insistence on requiring that the lawyer personally find new clients

Many law firms (90 percent) do allow their lawyers to work part-time. The Task Force found many sources describing the advantages of such arrangement to the firm and to women lawyers. Yet, very few lawyers actually take advantage of part-time work opportunities, reflecting a negative attitude within firms toward working less than full time.
The DRI Task Force on Women Who Try Cases was formed to identify the challenges facing women attorneys as defense trial counsel and to provide a set of recommended practices for women attorneys and law firms. DRI President Sampson appointed ten DRI members to the Task Force, eight women and two men. They were charged with the mission of conducting interviews to explore the challenges facing women attorneys and effective strategies for dealing with those challenges. Interviews were conducted by the Task Force members with women in private practice, women who had left the practice to become in-house counsel, judges, full-time moms, along with women who practiced part-time or had done so in the past. Additionally, Task Force members interviewed both male and female managing partners of firms and men who are practicing attorneys, judges or clients. The majority of the interviews conducted were of practicing women attorneys whose years of practice range from 2–29 years. In addition to conducting over 100 interviews, a survey was sent electronically to women DRI members, to which 765 women attorneys responded.

The Task Force also undertook research of studies done by other bar organizations regarding challenges facing women attorneys and retention. Recent information suggests that while substantial progress has been made in the last two decades, women remain under-represented in the ranks of partnership in law firms, accounting for only 16 percent of law firm partners. This is despite the fact that for the last 20 years the number of women graduating from law school ranged from 39 percent to 49 percent of the total number of graduates. In the past, firms have attributed the low percentage of women partners to under-representation in law schools, and have reasoned that the number of women partners would increase over time as more women joined the ranks of law firms. This is no longer a viable explanation. The statistics indicate that issues exist regarding retention of women attorneys by law firms and/or the advancement of women attorneys within the firms. These are significant issues for both women attorneys and law firms: if 40 percent to 50 percent of a firm’s hires are women, and only 15 percent end up becoming partners, the firm has invested a great deal of its resources without success. Therefore, the Task Force also looked at the reasons for departure of women attorneys from law firms and from the litigation practice.

This report sets forth the Task Force’s findings regarding challenges facing women who try cases. The challenges include those related to advancement in law firms, challenges in balancing practice demands and family life, and challenges in business development. The Task Force also examined perceptions regarding gender-based difficulties for women that are inherent in the litigation practice and culture. Practicing women attorneys who were interviewed talked about the challenges of working in a male-dominated field, including the delicate balance of being assertive while not being labeled as “aggressive,” and the general feeling that women have to work harder than...
men to get ahead in law firms. They also voiced their frustration with the difficulties in balancing a litigation practice and family demands, lack of flexibility in the workplace, fewer opportunities for mentoring, the “old boys’ network” and exclusion from law firm marketing opportunities.

Although women have made great strides in obtaining equality in the legal profession in the last 20 years, today 65.3 percent of the women surveyed believe that there is a “glass ceiling” for women defense attorneys, 61.6 percent have considered leaving the practice of law due to issues related to their gender, and 70.4 percent have experienced gender bias in the courtroom. Even among women attorneys who have been successful in law firms, battles are still being fought on the front lines of firms to promote women into the ranks of first chair trial lawyers, rainmakers, and senior law firm managers.

The Task Force recognizes that women attorneys have found a way to excellence, despite the difficulties expressed, with the assistance of law firms that have enhanced and enabled their success. The legal profession now offers a number of models of women defense attorneys who have been successful in breaking through the “glass ceiling” and/or in finding work environments that are “user friendly.” Women attorneys have entered the law firm ranks in great numbers in the past two decades, with many defense law firms reporting that more than 50 percent of their recent hires have been women. The majority of law firms have successfully incorporated women attorneys into their practice and into their culture. Also, many firms have put into effect policies and practices that have allowed women attorneys to remain in litigation defense while devoting time to raising their children. Therefore, Task Force members also focused on “best practices” of women defense attorneys and law firms that have led to the progress made to date.

This report sets forth the Task Force’s recommendations resulting from its research for the advancement of women attorneys in their practice and for management and retention strategies of law firms. The recommended practices for women attorneys include using effective strategies for law firm politics, developing mentor relationships, becoming experienced trial lawyers, and improving business development. Calling upon the experience of successful female defense attorneys, the Task Force has identified best practices for enhancing opportunities and potential for success for women attorneys in litigation, in firms, and in balancing work and life. The recommended practices for law firms include retention strategies, flexible work schedules, workable part-time policies, law firm culture considerations, the promotion of women attorneys within the firm, and business development assistance. The Task Force believes that these goals can be achieved through the continued partnering of male and female defense trial attorneys in order to ensure the long term good health and success of law firms, their members, and the legal profession.
CHALLENGES FACING WOMEN WHO TRY CASES

Gender Stereotypes in the Litigation Practice

In an ideal world, we would all be equal. There would be no stereotypes, no perceptions, no presumptions. It is not yet an ideal world.

Many would say that justice is an ideal. Logic would dictate that litigators are charged with promoting this ideal. But litigation is akin to war. War involves taking sides. Once you take sides, perceptions and stereotypes naturally follow. These perceptions apply to the litigators themselves. Our study, we have found, have not overcome gender stereotypes. Of the women surveyed by the DRI Task Force, 61.6 percent have considered leaving the practice because of issues related to their gender.

Although outright comments related to gender are not as frequent as they were 10–20 years ago, such comments do still occur. More problematic are comments and actions not directly related to gender that seemingly were addressed only to women and not men. For example, an interviewee offered that when she brought two male attorneys to a meeting with a female client, the client addressed only the male attorneys and treated her as irrelevant for the duration of the meeting. Other interviewees reported that whereas opposing counsel could be condescending or bullying in an effort to intimidate them, these opposing counsel did not interact with male attorneys in the same manner.

A majority of those interviewed for this study indicated that when a woman litigator strenuously advocates her point she is more often than not viewed as overly aggressive, whereas a male litigator acting in the same way is perceived to be zealously representing his client. Many of the women interviewed related the difficulty of straddling the fine line between being assertive, but not being labeled as “aggressive.” They also advised that there is a much narrower range of acceptable behavior for female attorneys as compared with their male counterparts. The female voice is different from the male voice, and some women attorneys believe that they are not heard or taken seriously until they use a more aggressive tone. Some of the negative perceptions arising out of the efforts of women attorneys as warriors on their client’s behalf have to do with the stereotype that women are nonconfrontational by nature. Experience indicates that women attorneys have to find their own style to effectively fit into the litigation arena without being labeled as “unfeminine,” something most women want to avoid.

This view also carries over and dictates acceptable courtroom behavior for women attorneys in dealing with opposing counsel or witnesses. Often this makes it difficult for women to aggressively advocate on behalf of their clients. For example, in one interview, a woman reported that when she raised her voice in court to argue on behalf of her client, she was told not to be shrill. This perception was echoed by several judges interviewed who related that raising their voice in court was a problem for women because they came across as shrill, but not for men who were simply seen as being aggressive. Among the male judges interviewed, dealing with male aggression in the
courtroom and entrenched bias against women when they act aggressivley were among the biggest challenges cited.

Another common perception is that women must work twice as hard as men to be taken as seriously. It is often harder for women to earn the respect of clients, colleagues, and opposing counsel. One woman attorney interviewed stated that she felt she had to be a better lawyer than everybody else in an effort to set an example for other women lawyers. Another felt she had to work hard to earn the respect men walk in with from “old school” clients.

Some women reported a lack of respect from firm clients whose cases they were handling. Examples include situations where the client did not trust the opinion of the female litigator and requested that the male partner be consulted. As another example, the female litigator was responsible for the day-to-day management of a file; when it came time for trial or a court hearing, however, the client requested the male partner to make the appearance. Despite these perceptions, the judges interviewed offered that they often found women litigators better prepared and more likely to follow the rules of the courtroom than their male counterparts.

Those women who are also mothers often feel that others believe that they no longer view litigation as a priority. As one interviewee reported, her male partners as well as her female partners without children seemed to think that her career was “tossed out with the placenta” after she had her baby. Another woman attorney reported that after she had her child she was placed under greater scrutiny at her firm by some partners to ensure that she was working the appropriate number of hours. Another woman voiced concern that she did not want the partners to think she would probably “get pregnant and quit.” One female corporate counsel interviewed noted that male attorneys have the view that women cannot be relied upon because their professional calling will be overwhelmed by their calling as a mother. Although there is no doubt that some women choose to work reduced hours after having children and while their children are young, this does not mean that they are any less committed to their practice or that they should be viewed as second class lawyers. Unfortunately, such assumptions are still prevalent, according to the women interviewed.

Finally, there is a widespread perception that women are not treated fairly in the courtroom. In fact, 70.4 percent of women surveyed said that they had experienced gender bias in the courtroom. Judges still sometimes call women attorneys “dear” and “honey” and comment on the way they dress. A number of older male attorneys, clients, and judges—including some female judges, do not believe women should wear pants in the courtroom, and that may be an issue with juries as well. Several women reported sexist or inappropriate comments by male judges or inappropriate behavior by opposing counsel that was not addressed by judges. These issues are perceived to be more of a problem in certain regions, particularly in less populous areas. One woman in-house counsel reported that in certain areas of the

“Although unspoken, it is not too difficult to tell if you are being given the same consideration as your male counterparts.”

—Survey respondent
country she will not retain a woman attorney because of entrenched gender biases that she perceived still exist in the court system in those areas. In contrast, many women attorneys felt the courtroom was the one place where they would receive equal treatment and being female often worked to their advantage.

These perceptions, and many others, were pervasive among those surveyed and interviewed, both male and female. Although the legal profession has come a long way in trying to eliminate gender-based inequality, if continued progress is to be made, perceptions and stereotypes that create obstacles for women litigators must be acknowledged and addressed. In the litigation practice, the differences between men and women may be amplified because of the adversarial nature of the practice and the pressures of the workplace. However, to truly achieve equality in the profession and level the playing field, gender differences must be respected, accepted, and not demeaned.

Challenges Faced by Women Advancing in Law Firms

Despite an ever-increasing number of women entering law schools and the private practice of law, they continue to be a small percentage of law firm partners and an even smaller percentage of law firm upper management. Although the DRI Task Force survey and interviews did not specifically ask women what they believed to be the cause of this phenomenon, the survey and interview results shed light on the reasons why women continue to experience so little progress in this area.

The first and foremost reason articulated by many was a lack of effective mentoring relationships, not only in learning legal skills but on other issues that have an impact on one’s ability to advance, such as marketing and balancing lifestyles. Addressing issues of mentoring, one interviewee commented that “many firms assign mentors based on gender,” even though those assignments are not the best for and are not necessarily conducive to the development of the attorney.1 The net effect of such assignments is that poor relationships develop and the female attorney is not positively viewed or received by the other partners in the firm.

However, it is not just the inappropriate assignment of mentors that impacts advancement in the firm. The very absence of female role models causes insecurity among men and women. Women would like to have them, and do not. Men worry about what to expect if there are too many.

Many survey participants expressed their belief that lack of flexibility—a resistance to change—was an impediment to advancement in law firms. The lack of flexibility was not only reflected in issues related to balancing family and the practice of law but also in partnership selection criteria. Law firms could significantly increase the number of women in their partnership and management ranks by re-examining the firm’s criteria for partnership. For example, in law firms where trial work is the life’s blood of the firm, it is not unusual to expect that those who aspire to partnership must first

---

1 Several interviewees commented that the assignment of young female attorneys to female mentors may in some way be counter-productive because many females who have moved into the ranks of partnership and management have had to endure significant sacrifice in order to attain these goals. Having made such sacrifices, these individuals were perceived to be less empathetic to the struggles and issues with which many younger female trial lawyers are grappling.
have significant “first chair” trial experience. Reliance on standards such as the “first chair” criterion persist even though fewer cases are actually being tried—either as a result of mandatory alternative dispute resolution or concern about the risk of unreasonable verdicts.

Another practice with a negative impact on advancement is the failure to provide female associates the opportunity to view the entire case and instead ask them only to complete only discrete assignments. Limiting associate’s involvement to discrete aspects of the case lessens the opportunity for the developing lawyer to understand how her assignment affects the overall lawsuit. Without this perspective, many attorneys do not learn how to evaluate litigation and are therefore rendered unsuitable for the greater responsibilities attendant to partnership.

Insistence on trial experience and the need to view the big picture are not the only criteria that have created obstacles for advancement of women in law firms. Because the practice of law has become increasingly focused on the bottom line and increasingly more business-like, many law firms have adopted a requirement that those who wish to be partners must have their own “book of business,” i.e., develop their own clientele for the firm’s benefit. Although many who are presently partners were the beneficiaries of existing long-time client relationships, the decreasing number of clients, the increasing number of lawyers, and fading client loyalty has made it difficult for established partners to develop and/or retain clients. Requiring a book of business prior to consideration for partnership creates a greater burden on many in the profession, particularly women. Several interviewees, including judges, corporate counsel, and those in private practice, expressed frustration that law firms failed to take into account the difficulty of finding and developing clientele without neglecting other equally important personal priorities such as attending school functions for children and providing necessary support and nurturing to the family. Others reported that they were hindered in the development of business because they did not have the opportunity to develop close relationships with senior partners because of divergent personal interests. Many women believe that they were not able to “inherit” established clientele because they didn’t talk or play sports on a daily basis with the partners, but were more interested in other cultural activities.

The requirement of having and maintaining a “book of business” was a factor in the decision of many successful women trial attorneys to leave trial practice and pursue careers that had what one might describe as a built-in clientele. Several interviewees indicated that their measure of success was different than many of their male partners. Success should not necessarily be judged by the size or value of one’s book of business, but instead should be measured by a variety of factors. Yet, in many law firms, the primary criterion for measuring success is the length of the clientele list the lawyer has developed.

Among the other challenges faced by women attempting to advance in law firms include perceptions and behaviors of those in positions of power. Because women, by

“Women are much more restricted in marketing due to social and moral expectations.”

—Survey respondent
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and large, continue to have the primary familial responsibilities, they continue to be plagued by the perception that they may not be as committed to the practice as their male counterparts. One male interviewee opined that women were either leaving trial practice or unable to succeed in trial practice because they “don’t like the demands on their time.” This opinion may very well manifest itself in the manner and opportunities afforded to female trial lawyers in law firms. It may lead to a perception by women of a generalized bias against their moving up the law firm ladder and actually discourage those who might otherwise be motivated to advance. A study found that while male associates were no more likely to be satisfied with long hours or inability to balance work and personal responsibilities, most women associates felt that their male colleagues had most to gain from the status quo of private law firms.2 One interviewee described the attitudes of the men in the firm as, “why bring you along when you’re just going to leave anyway or work will no longer be a priority?” Of course, this woman no longer works for the firm in question, which lost the opportunity to have a well-qualified woman attorney among its ranks.

Women lawyers also face challenges in earning respect from firm colleagues as they attempt to advance within the firm. As women are sometimes perceived as “aggressively” advocating for their clients, they may be seen as being overly aggressive by the men in the firm. This perception can, at times, make their male counterparts uncomfortable and therefore unwilling to support their advancement. Moreover, because women view and handle matters from a different, less traditional perspective, many men do not believe that they possess the qualities to be good business people and therefore, are less likely to consider them for firm management positions. Also, many women interviewed by the Task Force believe that the “good ole boy” network is still alive and well such that it creates a stumbling block to their advancement within the firm. They believe that men tend to promote other men, instead of women, both within the firm and with clients.

In sum, women lawyers see multiple stumbling blocks to their advancement within defense law firms. These stumbling blocks contribute to many women’s belief that there is a “glass ceiling.” Although significant progress has been made over the years, the glass ceiling is tougher to crack than the overt discrimination of the past. The Task Force believes the obstacles to advancement of women attorneys can and must be addressed by thoughtful and informed actions on the part of those who manage what has now become the business of the practice of law. The key to removing the glass ceiling is education first and action thereafter.

---

Balancing the Demands of the Practice with Family Life

The most commonly cited challenge facing women defense attorneys by those interviewed by the DRI Task Force, male and female, was the challenge of balancing heavy workloads and unpredictable hours that make up the litigation practice with the demands of raising a family. There is no doubt that each woman makes her own decision to have children; the reality is that most women who enter the legal profes-

---

sion will have and raise children at some point during their career. This presents a
difficult balancing act for most of them, particularly those who have the ambition to
be a success in a law firm and as a trial lawyer. Women attorneys have to meet the
demands of their firm for billable hours, and meet the demands of clients that they be
readily available to handle their needs. At the same time, they are expected to handle
most of the day-to-day domestic responsibilities that come with raising children or
other family duties, such as caring for elderly parents. As any woman lawyer with
children knows, these responsibilities present a very heavy load that can be over-
whelming at times.

Although many women have successfully met the challenge of both a litigation
defense practice and raising children, there are consequences from doing so. Because a
person can only put energy into so many places, women are at risk if they do not take
the time to take care of themselves. One woman interviewed stated that women must
care for themselves both physically and psychologically in order to be able to balance
their responsibilities effectively. If they do not, then it will be harder for them to take
care of the needs of their clients and families. However, often it is impossible for a
woman attorney to find time for herself—and that can lead to stress in the workplace
and at home. As a defense trial practice is already very stressful, the combined stresses
can take a heavy toll, a toll that some women said affects their family life more than
their practice.

Often, women’s expectations of themselves are higher than can realistically be achieved
and they find it difficult to accomplish everything they wish. One woman reported
that after getting legal work done and tending to home responsibilities, she had no
time for professional and law firm social events. This can diminish the woman’s per-
ception that she is part of her peer group at the firm; one woman stated that she was
able to fit in as “one of the guys” because she did not have children. Moreover, it is
harder to find the time to read new materials and keep abreast of recent developments
in the law. The combined responsibilities can also cut the time available for partici-
pating in marketing events or attending out-of-town seminars. Such absences can
adversely impact the lawyer’s ability to network and develop business.

The difficulty of balancing professional and family responsibilities is one of the
leading reasons why women leave firms or decide to work part-time. It is also a factor
for some women in the timing of having children or whether to have children at all.
Of the lawyers surveyed, 52 percent responded that the practice of law influenced
their personal decision on the timing of motherhood. Several stated that they post-
poned having children until after they were made a partner so that they could meet
demands necessary to be considered for partnership, demands that they perceived to
be in conflict with child rearing. Others who made the decision to have children, and
attempted to return to the partnership track, eventually decided to cut back their
hours and get off the track because they could not meet the demands of their practice
without negatively impacting their family. As one women attorney put it, “I came to
the conclusion that I could not be the 110 percent lawyer I had always been and also
be the 110 percent mother and wife I wanted to be.” Her desire to spend more time
with her husband and children was such that she made the decision to cut back to
80 percent part-time.
For women who decide that they want to be at home with their children as much as possible while they are young, that will mean an inevitable decision to reduce practice time or get out of the litigation practice altogether. The realities of being a defense trial lawyer are such that it is not possible to structure a part-time practice with set hours in light of the unpredictable nature of the time required on any given day or week. So in certain respects the issue of how to accommodate a woman's desire to have a successful career in a law firm with her desire to be a good mother is a conundrum. The balancing act is difficult under the best of circumstances and usually something is going to be sacrificed—either the career or the time with the kids, or maybe the marriage. However, from the comments of the women interviewed, it appears that most of them believed that if firms offered greater flexibility, their chances for success in their career would be enhanced. Trying to achieve such flexibility in their work arrangement with the firm was one of the challenges most frequently mentioned by the women interviewed. Therefore, it is critical for law firms to offer flexible work schedules if they are going to support the careers of the women attorneys who are trying to move up the firm's ladder, but who also place a high priority on their role as the family caretakers.

Of the women interviewed who had gone to a corporate house counsel position or otherwise left private practice, a majority of them made the change because of lifestyle issues. Those with children left because they could not balance trial work with their desire to spend more time with their children. One of the female in-house lawyers interviewed by the Task Force left her firm after her daughter was born because she found that the job was too time-consuming. Also, the hours were too unpredictable, and she wanted to work at a place where she could leave at a decent hour each night. Women attorneys who opt for a part-time practice usually do so for child-rearing reasons. They may leave the practice altogether, often to spend more time with their children than even a part-time litigation practice would allow. One woman attorney who had been part-time stated that she left because she found that she was not doing the kind of job she wanted to do as a trial lawyer, nor was she getting the quality of life that she wanted with her family. Many women who go part-time find that they are spending more hours than called for in their agreement with the firm, just to keep up with their responsibilities, but being compensated less. This is another deterrent to staying in private practice.

The pressures of a litigation practice affect both men and women, but women appear to be more likely to leave the practice because of their desire to have a change in lifestyle. A number of women stated that they got tired of the billable hours, tired of the constant fighting, and tired of having to spend time on client development on top of all of the other demands. In short, these women wanted a life that they found more satisfying. This was also true for the women who chose to stay in the profession but took an in-house counsel position. Even though most of those in the latter group continued to put in long hours at work, they felt that they had a better quality of life than they did while in private practice.

The DRI Task Force realizes that changing the pressures and demands of litigation practice such that defense lawyers can achieve a balanced life is a tall order and one that is beyond the scope of this project. However, it should be recognized that those of us
who are in the trenches every day have forgotten what it is like to have a life that is not dominated by the pressures of the workplace. Full-time lawyers sometimes do not appreciate just how stressful the litigation practice is because they get used to being in the pressure cooker environment. Although the practice of law can be very gratifying and provide great rewards, we should not lose sight of the importance of maintaining balanced lives, particularly in the context of giving women defense attorneys the flexibility to practice law and devote time to the important task of raising the next generation.

In today’s practice of law, being a good attorney is not enough to become a law firm equity partner. The practice has become a business, with a larger number of attorneys competing for fewer clients. Long-standing clients or institutional clients upon whom firms traditionally counted to provide a steady flow of legal work are becoming fewer due to corporate mergers, bankruptcies, and the ups and downs of the economy. Today, attorneys who want to be considered for equity partner must go out and find their own “book of business.” Developing business for any attorney is difficult and a challenge; but, women attorneys face additional challenges in marketing that are unique to them.

As all effective marketers know, obtaining and developing business takes time. Women attorneys with children have little time for this activity, given the demands of raising a family, caring for elderly or infirm parents, maintaining a household, and their daily work schedule. Often, female attorneys take on a greater role in raising a family (caring for infants and small children) than their spouses—or they may be single parents—leaving little time for marketing. Other reasons that cut down the time available for business development may include the inherent nurturing aspect, attitudes of society, and the lawyer’s spouse’s inability or unwillingness to take on a greater caretaking role.

Because of the demands on women attorneys’ time, it is more difficult for them to develop a practice comparable to their male counterparts. The success in developing business increases exponentially with the amount of time devoted to the task. One author on rainmaking suggests spending three hours a week getting involved in community activities, business luncheons and service organizations.3 A consistent flow of new business is not created overnight but requires consistent effort over time.

Some women attorneys are not comfortable or do not enjoy pursuing marketing activities that have traditionally been done by men for obtaining business. One senior attorney interviewed by the DRI Task Force remarked that she does not enjoy playing golf and has no desire to go to a gentlemen’s club, so she avoids these potentially fruitful activities in her marketing efforts. A potential client’s choice of social/business activities can preclude female attorneys from marketing activities. These personal preferences may have nothing to do with gender or race. Yet, when a woman lawyer turns down an invitation for a golf outing, she may miss out on a marketing oppor-

tunity with a client. However, this should not deter the female attorney from finding other common social/recreational interests she can share with the client.

Women litigators also face the challenge of having their behavior misconstrued when marketing to male clients. Although the majority of female attorneys strive to cultivate professionalism, sometimes underlying sexual overtones are present by virtue of the nature of the male-female relationship. While she may be an attorney, she is also a woman in the eyes of her male client. Some female attorneys make a conscious effort to avoid one-on-one marketing events such as going to dinner or events at night that may be misconstrued by male clients. They reported that they felt more comfortable if others were invited along, creating a group and enabling a mix of males and females.

Although there were no sexual overtones involved, one female attorney interviewed by the Task Force reported that when she invited a male client to a basketball game, the client’s wife reacted negatively. In another instance, a male partner thought that he was doing his single female partner a favor by encouraging her client’s interest in her as a woman. The client then proceeded to ask the female partner for a date. She refused. When she conveyed her misgivings regarding the ethical propriety of the situation and her feelings of discomfort to her male partner, he did not understand her concerns.

Since 1984, 39 percent to 49 percent of students graduating from law school have been women.⁴ Despite their representation in law firms, the majority of female attorneys the Task Force surveyed expressed frustration over their exclusion from certain firm marketing activities due to what they perceived as the “good ole boy” mind set. One female attorney interviewed stated that when a team was put together to solicit new business, she was never included even though her qualifications and expertise may have greatly benefited the prospective client. Another female attorney stated that despite her good relationship with her male partners, when a new case arrived at the firm that was within her expertise, the managing partner would give it to one of his buddies even though she may have been more qualified to handle the case.

While some of what may be gender bias has a foundation in active exclusion by the male attorneys, other times the behavior could be innocent and attributable to insensitivity. One study noted that men are most comfortable with others like themselves⁵ whether it is junior male partners or male associates. This comfort level may be fostered by either a common interest in sports, similar backgrounds, or some intangibles. These informal relationships form the basis for mentors to pass on their “book of business” to their protégés, a key factor in attaining partner status.

One senior woman associate reported that although she was highly valued by her supervising partner, when he retired he passed on his more valuable clients to a male associate who was junior to her and not more qualified. In retrospect, she believed that this occurred because of the close personal relationship the partner and the young man developed from their mutual interest in playing basketball. In some instances, female associates face self-protective barriers erected by female partners. One reported that a

---


woman partner at her firm would not delegate any work to associates, whether male or female, because of her fear of losing clients.

There are few women rainmakers in the area of litigation defense; thus, there are few role models for other female attorneys to look to for guidance in effective marketing techniques that work for women. As discussed in this section, some women contend with the barriers of the “good ole boy” mind set or choose not to engage in traditional “male marketing activities” for a variety of reasons. Many female attorneys market on their own and learn through trial and error. However, it has been observed that women are not as comfortable as men in promoting themselves. Men are better at tooting their own horns, whereas women are more conditioned to work hard and think that they will get business by the recognition of how good their work product is.6 However, in today’s competitive climate, a more aggressive approach to marketing is usually required.

One woman partner interviewed by the Task Force advised that because the male partners at her firm did not involve her in any marketing opportunities, she was required to develop business on her own. This view was also expressed by other women who felt that they were not included in cross-marketing by their male partners. Several related that they had difficulty being included in law firm team presentations to prospective clients. Again, this situation was reported by interviewees with surprising consistency and similarity, even among senior women partners who were experienced and successful litigators.

The lack of women rainmaker role models in litigation defense affects the development of female associates who do not have mentors and who want to be partners. They have little guidance in developing profiles that would make them strong candidates for partnership. They lack role models to provide advice on career choices, opportunities to have client contact to develop rainmaking skills, intervention on their behalf with other partners, and delegation of challenging work to develop their skills as effective litigators. This often puts them at a disadvantage in comparison to their male counterparts.

Despite the challenges faced by women litigators in developing business, they continue to strive forward, blazing a path for other female lawyers to follow. Law firms’ commitment to include women as equal marketing partners with their male counterparts is essential to break through the barriers that are real or perceived. The women attorneys who were successful early in their careers in developing client relationships had mentors, primarily male, who allowed them to work directly with the clients. As a result of doing good work and being given opportunities in the courtroom, they were able to gain the confidence of the clients and then build on that to find other clients. It is still necessary for law firms to make sure that women attorneys are given opportunities for business development and are not excluded because of a traditional male-oriented approach to marketing.

“It is more difficult for a woman to participate in traditional rain-making activities. The challenge is to find new avenues... it can be accomplished.”

—Survey respondent

RECOMMENDED PRACTICES

Strategies for Women Attorneys for Advancement in Their Practice

There is no substitute for competence. Across the board, respondents to the DRI Task Force survey in private practice, in the judiciary, and in corporate practice, cite “good work, good work and good work,” “be responsive and do solid, helpful work for the client,” “do high quality legal work” as prerequisites for women attorneys to advance in the practice of law. Even as women attorneys develop competence in the substantive areas in which they practice, their progress as trial lawyers and advancement in the profession hinge upon developing competence in the courtroom, in marketing and client development, and in traversing the office politics of their law firms.

Developing Competence as a Trial Lawyer

Young lawyers, female and male, rarely have the same opportunities to try civil cases early in their careers as did lawyers who entered the practice 20 or more years ago. That said, women who have a strong interest in litigation can find numerous opportunities to train and practice litigation skills so that they can develop into competent and worthy trial lawyers.

One of the most obvious opportunities, and, according to judges, one of the most overlooked, is for women lawyers to go to court “even if it is just to come along to watch and learn,” as one judge said, “take them into the courtroom as often as possible.” Another judge reports, “it does not appear that there is any mentoring in most firms—senior lawyers should invite younger attorneys to come to court even if they can’t bill time.” Women who aspire to be trial lawyers should ask when attorneys in their firms are going to court—whether to argue motions, participate in pre-trial conferences, or try a case—and go along even if they cannot sit at counsel’s table.

In addition, many state and federal courts post their dockets and trial calendars on the Internet. Young lawyers can, and should, take advantage of opportunities to sit in on civil and criminal cases to see how it is done, which procedures or behaviors are favored in a given judge’s courtroom, and to evaluate whether the lawyer she is observing is effective.

Women attorneys interested in litigation should pursue opportunities to serve as second chair in depositions and trials, and then through demonstrated competence, move to first-chairing depositions and trying cases with the help of experienced second-chair counsel. As the younger attorney becomes more competent, her partners should commend her to clients so that the clients know that the young woman assigned to their case is up to the task.

7 A January 2004 report prepared for the American Bar Association Section of Litigation found that from 1962 to 2002 the number of federal civil cases resolved by trial plunged from 11 percent of the total to 1.8 percent. Marc Galanter, The Vanishing Trial. The report will also appear in the Journal of Empirical Legal Studies in November 2004.
Many women who choose to become trial attorneys come to a law firm with a background in public speaking through debate, undergraduate leadership positions, internships, or volunteer work. Law firms should continue to offer their young female litigators public speaking opportunities through in-house client seminars, and local or national continuing legal education programs, so that they can improve the skills that enhance their experience and presence in a courtroom.

A woman lawyer interested in litigation should ask her firm to send her to a trial training course, such as the Defense Counsel Trial Academy of the International Association of Defense Counsel, or to trial practice seminars. Specialized seminars on how to take a deposition, such as those organized by the National Institute of Trial Advocacy also provide excellent training.

Although many law firms do not allow junior lawyers to select the area of practice in which their time will be focused, there are alternative routes to learn hands-on courtroom skills. A female associate who wants to pursue a career in litigation can volunteer for pro bono work through the local bar association. Pro bono work offers an associate courtroom experiences sooner than she would find in the law firm. Judges acknowledge that certain practice areas have a high percentage of cases going to trial, or entail frequent court appearances. Domestic relations is one such area. Another is employment litigation, which has a higher concentration of women litigators than some other areas of civil litigation.

Older, more experienced litigators recognize that their trial skills are honed by trying cases. Women who want to develop as trial attorneys should seek out opportunities and take advantage of every experience offered to critically observe other litigators in action. Each should ask what the litigator is trying to accomplish, whether the litigator is effective, and what she would do if this was her case to challenge that witness, make that argument or pursue that position.

Developing Competence in Marketing
Doing solid legal work and being responsive to clients are still the keystone of the marketing efforts of most women litigators. Women interviewed by the Task Force emphasized that good communication skills, frequent contact with clients, listening to clients, and paying attention to their concerns and questions are all critical to retaining and developing business. Many reported that public speaking at CLE seminars, industry-wide seminars, or in-house programs was an important part of their marketing; it provided an opportunity to demonstrate competence in a specific field and to show good communication skills. Survey respondents also recommended active participation in DRI and other professional organizations to “get your name out”; this includes speaking at seminars, writing articles about a niche area of practice and “networking” with others. As one woman attorney noted, “being a speaker at a DRI conference reinforces your credentials.”
Another suggestion is to focus on becoming known in the lawyer’s own community by speaking, writing, or serving on non-legal boards or commissions or civic organizations. As one female partner said, “do what you like to do and recognize that business development opportunities could show up in surprising ways when you are not looking for them.” Women attorneys need to become comfortable with the idea of promoting themselves. Some respondents found that a marketing consultant hired by the firm helped them learn how to market their practice effectively.

Several lawyers recognized that the focus on having “a book of business” in order to make partner in a firm can cause younger female attorneys to overlook opportunities to develop business one-on-one by establishing relationships with existing clients. Too often the attorneys may believe that the successful marketer (and a partner candidate) is someone who brings in a large institutional client. The challenge of delivering an institutional client can be so overwhelming that a female associate overlooks the very realistic marketing opportunities before her with individual client representatives or insurance adjusters.

The Role of the Mentor

No action has figured as prominently in the advancement of women attorneys in their law firms as establishing and nurturing an effective mentoring relationship with a more senior lawyer in the firm. Women lawyers in private practice, judges, lawyers who have left private practice, managing partners and male defense lawyers single out effective mentoring as critical to the development and retention of women litigators in private practice. As one judge interviewed stated, “mentoring is probably the most important consideration for law firms to develop female litigators.”

Mentoring takes different forms. Learning the “nuts and bolts” of the law office and office policies and procedures is one area in which a mentor can be of great assistance. Equally important is the advice and assistance given in balancing the firm’s reasonable demands with the young lawyer’s desire for a personal life. Women attorneys must feel that the firm will support them not only as trial lawyers, but as people with families and personal concerns. Several Task Force survey respondents suggested that young female attorneys have two mentors: one for professional development and one for personal development. One advantage to having several mentors simultaneously, or to have a rotating system within the law firm, is that the female associate is then exposed to different perspectives on the practice of law, on marketing and on the firm itself.8

Many of the respondents recognize that not all law firm partners are very helpful in bringing associates and junior partners up through the ranks. Some partners have neither the time nor the necessary interpersonal skills to be good mentors. Moreover, not all law firms provide mentoring for young attorneys, female or male. Women associates and junior partners may need to look outside the firm to find career coaches or mentors who can offer feedback as well as guidance in the office politics that the woman lawyer may be encountering.

Women lawyers must understand that although their experience in a firm may be different from that of male associates, one of the most successful strategies is to be a team member rather than to compete against their male colleagues. In most firms, doing your best and teaming with others, male and female, will enhance everyone's opportunity to advance and progress in the firm.

One male defense lawyer spoke of “huge advances in leveling the playing field for women in litigation” during the 24 years he has been in practice. He acknowledges, however, that “core values” in traditional law firms are still based on a man’s experience and a man’s perspective. He spoke of “aggressive self-promotion, success measured by competition and high productivity” as the male model, and noted that “women lawyers, particularly those with children, often lack the external support systems that male attorneys have.” These core values create a subtle obstacle that can be tough for women attorneys to hurdle.

An effective mentor can help level the playing field for a woman in the traditional male-dominated law firm. The mentor can ensure that the young woman does not become isolated from the others in the firm, and can help her establish interpersonal professional relationships with her peers and the more senior partners. Those relationships then can, over time, transform the culture of the firm and the hiring committees can feel more comfortable in recruiting women lawyers.

In the past, too many defense law firms have largely avoided equal treatment for minority and women lawyers by a system of “tokenism.” That is, they believed that hiring one lawyer of color and a couple of women would satisfy any demands for diversity in the firm’s professional ranks. However, with so many minority persons and women graduating from law school these days, it is neither fair nor good business to limit hires to a few tokens.

Although the issue is not just one of numbers, the presence of women in significant numbers in a law firm can alleviate concerns about tokenism. In a 2004 book, *Closing the Leadership Gap*, the author discusses why the number of women in positions of responsibility or visibility matters:

A single woman leader or a few women in a larger group are tokens; Each token has to prove she is man enough for the job…. In the ’70s women and minorities were scattered throughout corporations—one here and one there—isolated as stereotypes, often unable to speak their minds unless they agreed with the dominant conclusion…. Until there are enough diverse females in authority so that a chosen few are not expected to speak for an entire race or gender, those few will continue to carry the burden for us all. It is a fact that the more people like you in a working group, the more likely you are to be yourself.9

In a telling anecdote, the author cites a 2003 interview with Sandra Day O’Connor in which Justice O’Connor described how she felt when Ruth Bader Ginsberg was
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appointed to the Supreme Court: “…the minute Justice Ginsberg came to the Court, we were nine justices. It wasn’t seven and then ‘the women.’ We became nine. And it was a great relief to me…”10 If a woman at the pinnacle of the legal profession feels the pressure of being the sole female voice, is it that difficult to appreciate the isolation and pressure of a single woman associate in her law firm?

Isolation and pressure are common situations for women lawyers. The risk of an associate being isolated can be particularly acute for women attorneys of color. A report by the Minority Corporate Counsel Association notes that “for women attorneys of color, the acute stress of being isolated at work as a person of color and the pressures of balancing family demands as working mother can lead to early burnout and high attrition rates, even for ‘high performers.’”11

Firms that are friendly and open to hiring and promoting young women litigators do exist. Women interested in litigation should look for these firms, should talk to their colleagues and identify law firms that are committed to the development, progression and advancement of women litigators. Recognition that some types of practice are more accommodating to a balance between work and family life offers women lawyers the option to remain in the profession even if not in private practice. If a woman attorney finds herself in a firm that is not honestly committed to the advancement of women litigators, she has several choices: (1) stay the course and try to change the culture; (2) do good work and hope the partners recognize and acknowledge her value; or (3) move to a more accepting and inviting firm or environment. Such opportunities do exist and the liberating experience they offer is exhilarating. If a woman lawyer does choose to change law firms or move into a governmental or in-house position, she should maintain the best possible relationship that she can with colleagues in the organization she is leaving. Don’t burn bridges. Many lawyers get a substantial part of their business from referrals by other lawyers, often from the old firm.

Finally, one step toward success for women in the practice of law is to recognize that their careers may not be linear. A woman can choose to sequence her career, i.e., to work for the government or in a public interest legal group when she has young children, and later enter or return to private practice when the balance between work and family life so allows.

Women trial lawyers bring to their firms and to their clients a wealth of talent, intelligence, drive, tenacity, and creativity. In many respects, the qualities female trial lawyers bring to their work differ insignificantly from the qualities of their male counterparts.12 Their clients are well served, as are their firms.

Today, women litigators are viewed as a hot commodity, and most firms recognize their value. Women attorneys who have been in litigation for 20 to 30 years are now reaping the rewards of their hard work and are earning respect for their impressive

__________________________

10 Id. at xiv.
11 See MCCA Report, supra note 2.
track records.\textsuperscript{13} Still, they do not forget that they faced substantial adversity over the years in reaching positions of leadership and power within their firms and the profession. It is clearly in the best interest of law firms to take steps necessary to recruit and retain talented women as trial lawyers. This section will discuss strategies designed to assist with the attainment of this goal.

Of the nation’s approximately 1,000,000 practicing lawyers, nearly 400,000 are women.\textsuperscript{14} In 2003 they accounted for 43 percent of law firm associates, yet only 16 percent of law firm partners and only 5 percent of managing partners.\textsuperscript{15} Women are making steady progress, albeit slowly, as the following chart prepared by the National Association of Law Placement demonstrates.\textsuperscript{16}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Female Partners</th>
<th>Female Associates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>15.04%</td>
<td>41.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>15.63%</td>
<td>41.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>15.80%</td>
<td>41.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>16.30%</td>
<td>42.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>16.81%</td>
<td>43.02%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As law schools graduate more women, firms will often find that the best possible candidates for associate positions are women. To attract, retain, and motivate the best qualified individuals, the firms must ensure equal opportunity to climb the firm’s ladder. To maximize the return on training time and dollars, they must adopt and implement policies that will foster loyalty among all associates and develop the best possible future partners. This means that in the years to come law firms will have to implement more “user friendly” policies and practices for women attorneys in order to retain them. They will need to track the progress of the women attorneys within the firm to ensure that they are being promoted to partnership in sufficient numbers and given the same access as their male counterparts to professional and business development opportunities. It is important for law firms in today’s competitive and socially diverse environment to reflect similar diversity at all levels of the firm, particularly as an increasing number of women attorneys become judges and general counsel of corporations.

\textit{Advancement of Women Attorneys Within Firms}

Surveys conducted in recent years have suggested that the majority of lawyers—men and women—felt that women were treated equally in the legal profession. An \textit{ABA Journal} survey in the year 2000 concluded that 60 percent of men and 52 percent of

\begin{itemize}
\item Elisabeth Frater, “A Woman’s Place is in the Courtroom,” in \textit{Diversity and the Bar}, 34 (Minority Corporate Counsel Association, March/April 2004).
\item \textit{The Unfinished Agenda}, supra note 12, at 5.
\end{itemize}
women believed that women were treated equally in the profession, while a National Association of Law Placement study found that this belief was held by 83 percent of male respondents and 58 percent of female respondents. These surveys notwithstanding, the legal profession still has ground to cover before there is true equality in law firms. While most firms have successfully incorporated women attorneys into their culture over the last 20 years, women attorneys still hold a small percentage of leadership positions. Firms have been successful in recruiting top female law students, training them and utilizing their talents. In recent years, firms have been hiring women in equal numbers as men; EEOC statistics indicate that the percentage of law firm associates is the same for men and women. The question then becomes how firms should promote and advance women within the firm to retain them in order to achieve more equality in the partnership ranks and at the upper echelons of the practice.

Of those women surveyed by the DRI Task Force, 65.3 percent believe there is a “glass ceiling” that prevents female trial lawyers from reaching positions of leadership and power within their firms. This perception has been cited as one of the reasons that women have left firms. Most of the women who leave do not drop out of the legal profession entirely, but rather choose to go in-house, into government service, or into the court system. If firms are to retain the women attorneys in whom they have invested time and money, they must make sure that the women are given equal opportunities for advancement to partnership, to appropriate compensation, and to participation in firm management. They must also be given opportunities to try cases so that they can develop into first-chair trial lawyers. If women attorneys are given quality assignments and feel that they are of value to the firm, they will be more likely to be loyal and to stay with the firm.

In defense trial practice today, it is more difficult for associates, male and female, to obtain trial experience because most clients want partners to try their cases and because there are far fewer “low risk” cases to be used as a training ground. It is suggested that women associates be sent to court even if it is simply to observe and learn as a first step toward trial practice training. They should also be given opportunities to second-chair trials and to take depositions. One judge recommended hands-on mentoring for law firms to develop women litigators and first-chair trial attorneys. “Send associates to court not only on routine matters, but also on more substantial matters, even if it is just to bring them along to watch and learn. It is important that the younger lawyers observe and have the opportunity to ask questions, regardless of whether the client will pay for the extra lawyer’s time. The cost of this training should be absorbed by the firm.” A partner who brings a young female litigator to court should make

19 *Making Change: Advancing Women in Law Firms* (Catalyst [a research organization], 2002).
sure that she is introduced to the court personnel, not just the judge, including employees in the clerk's office.

Women should have the same opportunities to try cases that men have. Many judges seem to believe that the courtroom is still primarily a male domain. Law firms should consider establishing an exchange program or internship with local district attorney's offices or litigation sections within state attorneys general offices so that associates in private practice can obtain real trial experience. Such internships or exchange programs provide opportunities unequaled in private practice for young litigators to assume first-chair responsibilities. For example, New York City's Corporation Counsel's Office has a program in which about 30 firms “donate” associates to try civil cases for the city. Firms should also consider sending their women attorneys to trial academies for training.

Law firms can further enhance the development of young female attorneys by including them in meetings with clients, on conference calls and on the distribution list of relevant memos and correspondence. These actions “demonstrate that the firm has confidence in the attorney and will lead to a greater level of confidence on behalf of the client,” according to a district court judge. Too often an experienced attorney overlooks these obvious and relatively simple actions that can enhance the profile of his or her associates.

In addition to assuring that women attorneys obtain sufficient trial experience, firms must consider them for partnership and compensate them on the same basis as men. Once promoted to partnership, women attorneys should also be given the opportunity, when appropriate, to assume positions on their firms' management committees. Firms should try to incorporate women attorneys into leadership positions that are substantive, not just stereotypical (such as serving on the recruiting committee). One survey of law firms found that men dominated committees geared toward business management and firm growth: they occupied 86 percent of the seats on partnership committees, 87 percent of compensation committees, 81 percent of executive committees, and 80 percent of marketing committees. This male dominance of firm management results in women being excluded from the power structure of firms.

It is important to incorporate women attorneys into the power structures of firms if real equality is going to be achieved. One of the judges interviewed by the Task Force made the insightful observation that men in firms must be willing to share partnership power and recognize that there is more than one model for suc-

---

21 It should be noted that 75 percent of those women in private practice who were inter-
viewed by the DRI Task Force believe that women are compensated equally with men at
similar levels.
cess—not just the traditional male model. A variety of models will enable women attorneys who are coming up the ladder to select their own pattern or model. The continued and consistent success of women in the firm will cause it to recruit top women law students, as well as retain the women attorneys in whom they have made an investment. Their success will also likely have positive consequences on the firm’s business development, as the women who leave firms to assume corporate positions may be more inclined to send business to firms with diverse partnership, rather than to firms that perpetuate the kinds of practices that may have caused them to leave private practice.

A number of firms have put into effect programs to promote their female attorneys. One managing partner who was interviewed by the Task Force described his firm’s efforts to systematically promote its women. It has a quarterly symposium for its women attorneys to develop professional relationships with women clients and women attorneys in other firms. It has an official mentoring program and established part-time work policies that offer flexibility. The firm also restructured so that there are smaller practice groups, which helped to better address the individual needs of the attorneys in each group.

One of the reasons for the initiatives by this firm was its recognition that it costs between $250,000 and $400,000 to replace an attorney. Thus, it made business sense to try to retain its women attorneys. There was also a belief that there was a growing trend among clients, particularly the larger corporations, to request women attorneys on their trial teams. The experience of the managing partner mentioned above is just one example of progressive policies that firms are putting into place to promote their women attorneys, policies that have been successful both for the women attorneys and the firm. These are policies that the DRI Task Force believes will serve the best long-term interest of law firms and their trial practices.

If a firm decides to make a commitment to retain and promote its women attorneys, senior partners in the firm must communicate such commitment from the top down and put into place focused diversity efforts. These efforts include consciously considering overall diversity when assembling trial teams and, when appropriate, designating a diversity partner or committee. There must be an eventual shift in firm culture such that diversity is truly embraced by the firm as a whole. One firm that made such a conscious commitment found that its diversity initiatives paid off. The firm now boasts that 48 percent of its attorneys are women, and 43 percent of the equity partners are women. Additionally, women hold key management roles in the firm. These are impressive statistics that should be an inspiration to other firms.

Mentoring and Business Development

Mentoring and training are often confused, or used synonymously. Training, as used here, refers generally to familiarizing new lawyers with the logistics of the practice. How do I draft a Rule 12(b)(6) motion? When do we serve our initial set of interrogations?

---

Mentoring, on the other hand, refers to the process of advising and counseling young lawyers in the more esoteric aspects of the law—and indeed of life. A mentor-protégée relationship is one that can last a lifetime. Therefore, while a firm can and should appoint a training attorney for each new associate, the mentoring relationship is much less formalized, and more difficult to direct. The relationship between mentor and protégée may be one better left to develop on its own. It is, however, critical for the firm’s more senior partners, male and female, to make themselves available to less experienced female attorneys for mentoring. It is through relationships with open-minded, experienced, successful female attorneys that young women learn the “inside secrets” of trial practice and how the practice can be made to co-exist peacefully with one’s personal life. As such, these mentor-protégée relationships should be encouraged by firm management and fostered by firm culture.

Mentoring is more than training. A mentor is a trusted adviser. The relationship between a mentor and a mentee dates back to the 13th century when judges “provided for the apprenticeship of lawyers…. [A]t most basic level, mentoring is the passing on of skills, knowledge and wisdom from one person to another…. Mentors… impart lessons on the art and science of living, and, in the case of lawyers, the art and science of the practice of law.”24

The form and structure of the mentoring relationship vary from person to person. It can be informal, spontaneous, and unstructured, or it can be formal, scheduled, and with a set agenda and format. The style is less important than the content and quality of the communication between mentor and mentee.25

Mentoring was cited frequently by the women and men interviewed by the DRI Task Force as one of the most effective ways that firms can retain their women lawyers and help develop them into first-chair trial lawyers. Of the women surveyed, 62.5 percent responded that they had a mentor and, interestingly, 74.8 percent of their mentors were male. Now that there are more senior women litigators in firms, it is important that these women step up to mentoring roles. One woman attorney interviewed said that a firm needs a “queen bee,” a senior level woman who has faced the same issues previously and succeeded. She, thereafter, serves as a quiet example for younger female attorneys as they progress within the firm structure.

Marketing and client development are significant factors in advancement within one’s firm. As the volume of any lawyer’s “book of business” increases, the more indispensable to the firm that lawyer becomes. Many of the women interviewed commented that their opportunities for marketing were restricted by the “good ole boys”

Firms should consider retaining professionals to work with their women attorneys in developing marketing skills and plans. Many lawyers, male and female alike, believe that success in public speaking can lead to success in client development. Most firms encourage, or even require, participation in professional and service organizations, an activity that many women have found to be helpful in developing their practices.

There are numerous business development activities that many women find more appealing than traditional male-oriented activities. These alternatives include taking prospective clients to musical performances, art exhibits and other cultural events, fundraisers for women’s groups at which the firm has purchased one or more tables, and dining out. One member of the Task Force offered anecdotally that she had recently taken prospective clients to a performance of *Cirque de Soleil* and had received a very positive response.

Law firms should be creative in promoting marketing events and opportunities that will be of interest to both male and female attorneys. This is particularly important today as the percentage of women who are general counsel at Fortune 500 companies increased from 8.4 percent to 12.4 percent in two years. This trend is expected to continue in the years to come and will necessarily impact the ways firms market their practice. While the female in-house corporate counsel interviewed did not necessarily favor retaining women attorneys over men, they did look at a firm’s overall treatment of its women attorneys when deciding whether to retain a particular firm.

A number of women interviewed by the Task Force mentioned situations in which they have been placed in tenuous positions when partners at their firms have included them in marketing activities only because of their gender. One interviewee commented:

A firm should not try to portray itself as diverse simply by employing “window dressing.” I have been included by my firm on marketing teams with clients who have certain diversity requirements. As a woman and an ethnic minority, it has been my distinct impression that I have been included solely for the purpose of demonstrating to the client that the firm’s makeup complies with the client’s requirements. This impression has later proved accurate when I have not been allowed to handle any of the work ultimately given to the firm by this particular client.

Law firms should seek diversity in their trial teams because it benefits the firms and their clients. Women attorneys should not, as a general rule, be used as “bait” or “window dressing” in an effort to lure a prospective client’s business unless that attorney is likely to handle legal work for the client. Instead, firms should strive to incorporate women attorneys into their trial teams in a meaningful way and truly utilize their talents in representing their clients. Some of the in-house counsel interviewed by the DRI Task Force reported that they noticed when a firm paraded a woman attorney in front of them while trying to win business, but that female attorney never seemed
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to work on files subsequently sent to the firm. This type of marketing practice creates a negative impression and may lead to the client not using the firm in the future. If a woman attorney asked to be a part of team marketing presentations is truly incorporated into the work for the client, this will enhance the woman attorney’s prospects for future client development, which will ultimately benefit the firm.

**Flexibility in the Workplace**

One of the primary concerns voiced by those interviewed by the DRI Task Force was an unwillingness by leaders of law firms to consider any modification in the firms’ traditional culture. Most significantly, this attitude results in a lack of proper balance between work life and personal life responsibilities and aspirations. While there appears to be a trend in society as a whole toward more sharing of parental responsibility between spouses or partners, those with families must often make difficult choices as they attempt to balance their personal and professional lives. Although mothers continue to assume the lion’s share of responsibility for nurturing young children and caring for the home, it has become more common for fathers to share parental duties. In addition to parental responsibilities, many people have obligations to aging or infirm parents.

In view of the trend toward greater personal and family obligations, a more flexible attitude toward working arrangements by the law firm has become increasingly important for all lawyers regardless of their gender. Although concerns about family issues as they relate to work issues are certainly not unique to women, such issues are more likely to affect women than men. Most notable among such issues is that of child bearing and child rearing. Modern societal attitudes still assign to mothers the role of primary caregiver for young children. When a mother happens also to be a trial lawyer, flexibility in her firm can mean that she need not necessarily choose between her children and her career. Such flexibility, in many respects, equates to equal opportunity for female lawyers.

As firms recruit female lawyers, they must recognize the need to offer flexible work schedules in order to attract and retain the best and the brightest. They must allow them to pursue family or other personal responsibilities should they so desire. It has been noted that the retention of women in law firms is difficult because of the lack of flexibility stemming from ingrained notions of women’s roles. Because so many women leave, there are fewer who have the power to change things at the firm for future generations of women. As women become partners and acquire more power within their firms and within the profession, and as firms become more “family friendly” in their cultures, improved recruitment and retention of quality female lawyers will likely follow.

“I have decided to work in-house, despite my great love of actual trial work, because of the difficulties of practicing law in a law firm and being a mother.”

—Survey respondent

---

While the law may indeed be a jealous mistress, there is a life outside the law. Enjoyment of interpersonal relationships is a significant key to a happy and healthy life. This report is not intended to delve into the medical domain, but it is common knowledge that high levels of stress endured over extended time periods can be severely detrimental to one’s health. Lawyers with lower stress levels are likely to perform more efficiently. Therefore, provisions by law firms for personal lifestyle accommodations are likely to have a very positive effect on the firm’s work product and the health and well-being of its lawyers. Law firms should actively attempt to provide a work place that is conducive to the outside needs of its lawyers, regardless of their gender. In so doing, the culture within the firm and the firm’s outside reputation as a quality employer will gradually evolve to support the environment desired.

Part-time arrangements, discussed in detail in the next section, certainly provide one alternative for a mother aspiring to be a defense trial lawyer. On the other hand, the firm’s willingness to allow her to work different, rather than shorter, hours may provide the time management tools needed to survive this period in her life. Unlike part-time, this is a full-time alternative, but with many of those hours spent at home or otherwise away from the office, and with the expectation that the lawyer will accomplish as much as other full-time lawyers. With the ready availability of technological assistance such as computers, fax machines, Internet connections, electronic mail, and cell phones, there is no reason that a mother cannot work as efficiently at home as she does in her office. Indeed, with the reduction of outside interruptions, she may work more efficiently at home than at the office. Firms must abandon the notion that if a lawyer is not in the office, in court, or in a deposition, she must not be working. Many of the women interviewed by the Task Force recognized that it was difficult to work a formal part-time schedule and manage a successful litigation practice. So, they preferred that a firm offer flexibility in their full-time work schedule in order to maintain their practice while devoting time to raising their family. This will also benefit the firm’s clients that have made an investment in the women attorneys who are handling their work, and who they would like to see the firm accommodate such that they do not leave.

Child care issues often create severe difficulties for parents of young children. Parents in general, and mothers in particular, feel a bond with and responsibility toward their children that is virtually impossible for anyone who has not experienced parenthood to understand. When work obligations conflict with a parent’s obligation to his or her children, the resulting stress level is astronomical. On those occasions when something goes awry at the last minute with a child care agency or a nanny, only a mother who has experienced such a situation can appreciate the stress level. While it may not be practical for all law firms to do so, some firms provide daycare for the children of their lawyers and staff members. In some instances, firms have worked together with other firms to form a daycare cooperative in a particular building. Providing an atmosphere in which a mother can take her child to work with her, leave the child in the on-site daycare facility and retrieve the child at the end of the day, is an enormous benefit. When she is in the office, such a facility may even allow a parent to enjoy
lunch with her child, thus contributing to the emotional health and stability of both parent and child.

Finally, when women trial lawyers seek from their firms temporary schedule alterations, whether flexible alternatives or more formalized part-time arrangements, it is imperative that, once they return to full-time practice, they are not stigmatized for the balance of their careers. If partnership decisions, for example, are delayed during the course of a woman’s part-time employment, she should immediately be returned to the standard partnership track upon her return to full-time status.

The Case for Part-Time Arrangements
The vast majority of American law firms provide arrangements for its employees—and its lawyers—to work on a reduced hours, or part-time, schedule. The following table illustrates the percentage of firms surveyed by the National Association for Law Placement that offer part-time arrangements for their attorneys.\(^{28}\) The survey results also indicate the percentage of partners and associates (without mention of gender) who have availed themselves of such arrangements. Note the steady increase (with the exception of 2003) in the percentage of surveyed firms that provide part-time policies, and of those lawyers making use of this alternative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Percent of firms with part-time arrangements</th>
<th>Total part-time lawyers</th>
<th>Part-time partners</th>
<th>Part-time associates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While more than 9 of 10 surveyed firms make available part-time arrangements for their lawyers, there may be significant differences between the availability of such arrangements and their actual utilization. “Although over 90 percent of surveyed law firms allow part-time schedules, only about three to four percent of lawyers actually use them. Most women surveyed believe that any reduction in the number of hours they practice law hours or make themselves available to clients and senior lawyers in the firm would jeopardize their prospects for advancement.”\(^{29}\)

Law firm policies that allow lawyers, whether associates or partners, to work on a part-time basis are critical to the development of a firm culture that recognizes and embraces the importance of family obligations and the diversity in lawyers’ priorities.


\(^{29}\) The Unfinished Agenda, supra note 12, at 6.
Recognition of the existence of a life outside the law is of paramount importance to
the psychological well-being of practicing attorneys. Lawyers who are satisfied with
their personal lives are generally more productive in the workplace. Fewer distrac-
tions in a lawyer’s personal life often translate into more professional efficiency and
enthusiasm. A supportive firm culture, with real opportunities for advancement not-
withstanding obligations outside the office, is likely to reduce the attrition rate among
lawyers. The reduction in attrition, in turn, serves to bolster the firm’s profitability
since these lawyers, in whom the firm has invested thousands of training dollars,
tend to feel a genuine sense of loyalty and remain members of the firm. Loyalty is,
after all, generally a reciprocal response.

The results of a study conducted on behalf of the Women’s Bar Association of
Massachusetts in 2000 tend to refute the notion that limiting part-time work oppor-
tunities or making them relatively undesirable will bring about a more profitable work
force. In the absence of a supportive environment, attorneys leave—they do not
become long-term, full-time attorneys. Most attorneys with a reduced-hours arrange-
ment choose that arrangement because of family responsibilities and other commit-
ments. These responsibilities and commitments do not vanish because their firm
would prefer that all attorneys bill more hours. In fact, over 90 percent of respondents
who had a reduced-hours arrangement at the time of the survey stated that they would
not be at their firm in the absence of part-time opportunities. Thus, rather than help-
ing firms financially, ineffective part-time policies alienate a significant portion of
the potential talent pool in an era when firms increasingly need attorneys to handle
their workload. In contrast, effective part-time policies help firms develop more
committed, long-term attorneys.30

Another study, by the Atlanta Bar Association, examined the profitability of part-
time lawyers and took issue with the common perception that overhead for each law-
ner is fixed, whether that lawyer works part-time or full-time.31 The Atlanta study
suggests that actual expense incurred for part-time attorneys is lower than that for full-
time attorneys because they use fewer firm resources (e.g., support staff, conference
rooms, library resources), and part-time policies improve retention, thus reducing
attrition costs. Perhaps more compelling still,

[a] wide array of research indicates that part time employees are more
productive than their full time counterparts, particularly those working
extended hours. Bleary burned-out lawyers seldom provide cost-effective
services, and they are disproportionately prone to stress, substance abuse,
and other health-related disorders. Moreover, full-time employees are not
necessarily more accessible than those on reduced or flexible schedules.

30 More Than Part-Time: The Effect of Reduced Hours Arrangements on the Retention, Recruitment, and Success of Women Attorneys in Law Firms, 22 (Employment Issues Committee, Women’s Bar Association of Massachusetts, 2004).
31 It’s About Time: Part-Time Policies and Practices in Atlanta Law Firms, 22 (Georgia Association for Women Lawyers, Atlanta Bar Association Women in the Profession Committee, Georgia Commission on Women, 2004).
Lawyers at a deposition for another client are less available than women at home with cell phones, emails, and fax machines. The limited research available finds no negative impact on client relations from reduced or flexible schedules.32

The larger a firm’s investment in its attorneys, the higher the cost to the firm if and when an attorney leaves.

According to a study by the National Association for Law Placement called “Keeping the Keepers,” we already know that approximately 50 percent of attorneys leave large law firms within the first three years of employment, and that they make that decision within the first year of work. But the cost to a firm of losing employees after three years is even more significant. Client relationships, skill sets, and efficiencies grow significantly after the first three years of practice. If an employer is unable to keep employees after four or five years, the financial and relationship costs continue to grow.33

Toward the end of providing attorneys with meaningful part-time arrangements, the firm must create a culture in which part-time attorneys are welcomed and viewed as an integral component of the firm’s overall structure. Firms should adopt and adhere to written policies that govern their arrangements with part-time attorneys. “Firms that lack written policies, or fail to publicize those policies, convey a lack of institutional support of part-time arrangements, which can hamper the success of such arrangements.”34 The Atlanta study further concluded that part-time policies should be adequately publicized within the firm in order to avoid the appearance that part-time arrangements are discouraged, or that “secret deals” have been struck with certain part-time attorneys. The latter may cause the unintended consequence of envy and distrust among other lawyers within the firm.35

Challenges for Firms in Part-Time Arrangements

Part-time arrangements undertaken with the best of intentions often fail as the result of “schedule creep,” the phenomenon that occurs when a part-time lawyer is assigned more work than can reasonably be handled in the time frame contemplated by the part-time arrangement. Where an associate, for example, receives assignments from several partners within the firm or practice group, it is critical that the assignments be carefully monitored in order to avoid unintentionally overloading the part-time law-
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32 The Unfinished Agenda, supra note 12, at 7.
33 “Where Have the Women Attorneys Gone?” supra note 4.
34 The Unfinished Agenda, supra note 12, at 27.

“I think it is extraordinarily difficult to fulfill the expectations I have for myself and others have for me as a trial lawyer, a mother, a wife, a sister, a daughter and a friend.”

—Survey respondent
yer who receives the assignments. Conscientious associates are quite reluctant to refuse assignments from partners, as well they should be. But when partners making assignments are unaware of other assignments made to a particular associate, the potential exists to overburden the associate when the firm has otherwise committed to the associate a part-time schedule.

Schedule creep is almost always caused by the failure to adjust the part-timer’s case load to match the shorter work hours. There is often an unspoken expectation on the part of the firm that the attorney will continue to do the same amount of work, and a corresponding desire on the part of the attorney to prove that he or she is still a valuable team member who can pull his or her own weight.36

A number of respondents in the Women’s Bar Association of Massachusetts study who worked on part-time schedules feared that certain partners avoided working with them. They further indicated that their availability was regularly tested by some partners and that their part-time arrangement was completely ignored by others. Certain respondents in the Massachusetts study complained that they were continually on call during their non-scheduled hours even though they were not paid for doing so.

In its 2000 study on attrition, retention incentives and departure destinations, NALP noted that the traditional law firm cultures equated “face time with commitment, use commitment as a measure of future potential, and expect employees to sacrifice personal life for work.” The PAR Study further noted that lawyers working reduced hours are perceived as “not sufficiently committed”; moreover, it cautions that a firm culture that defines commitment as being available “24/7” does not engender family-friendly policies and further disadvantages women, who are left with the choice of staying home with their children (since most women do not have “stay-at-home husbands”) or letting their children be raised in paid care.37

The Project for Attorney Retention (PAR Study) concluded that schedule creep was a primary reason some attorneys left their firms rather than attempting to develop a more satisfactory part-time arrangement.38 In order to avoid the schedule creep problem, each part-time attorney should be assigned a partner whose responsibility it is to monitor the part-time lawyer’s work load. A commitment by the firm to a part-time arrangement must be honored by the firm. Without appropriate monitoring safeguards in place, the firm may be unable to determine that a part-time lawyer is overloaded until the lawyer’s dissatisfaction with the part-time arrangement results in his or her departure from the firm.

36 It’s About Time, supra note 31, at 28 (citing PAR Study, supra note 35, at 36).
38 PAR Study, supra note 35, at 18; see also It’s About Time, supra note 31, at 28.
Policies and Practices That Make Part-Time Arrangements Successful

Lawyers, as well-educated professional people, must find work that is interesting and intellectually challenging. In too many circumstances, law firms have not allowed part-time lawyers to undertake challenging work assignments, thereby creating significant discouragement and professional dissatisfaction. It is critical that the partner assigned to monitor a part-time attorney’s work load also be charged with monitoring the quality of work assigned to that attorney. “Eventually, one of the reasons for offering part-time arrangements—retaining good lawyers—will be undermined if quality work assignments disappear. Indeed, not only are part-timers more likely to leave, but if they stay and do not work on challenging projects, their professional development will suffer.”

Critical elements of monitoring the quality of a part-time lawyer’s work is the comparison of the assignments he or she had while on a full-time schedule and the analysis of billing records to compare the part-time attorney’s work quality and client contact with that of his or her full-time colleagues. If schedule creep or declining quality of work assignments appear to be present, changes in the arrangement must be made in order to assure its success.

The attitudes of full-time lawyers in the firm toward those with part-time arrangements can have a critical effect on the success or failure of the part-time arrangement. Resentment by peers, or negative attitudes by partners, will almost certainly undermine the viability of the part-time arrangement. It is incumbent on firm management to implement and enforce policies that not only encourage part-time arrangements, but discourage individual lawyers from displaying negative attitudes toward such arrangements or the lawyers who utilize them. If firms are to be successful in their part-time arrangements, those attorneys who work part-time must be welcomed as an integral part of the firm. Part-time lawyers must be made to feel that their contributions are significant, that they are “real” lawyers and that their opportunities for advancement within the partnership and for leadership positions within the firm are not jeopardized by their part-time status.

Approximately one-third of women attorneys have worked part-time during some phase of their legal careers. This compares with only 9 percent of male attorneys who have, at some point, worked part-time in the legal field. If firms are to successfully recruit women lawyers, they must retain and promote those among their ranks. “Often female recruits who are considering permanent offers will look to the female role models currently at that firm.” Hence, it is critical to allow more women to advance to partnership regardless of whether they are part-time or full-time associates prior to
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their promotion. This suggestion assumes, of course, that these lawyers have made
the contributions during their years as associates that otherwise justify offers of part-
nership. The duration of the partnership track and requirements for partnership for
lawyers on part-time schedules should be carefully considered by firm management
and publicized in order that part-time attorneys will know beforehand whether they
are eligible for partnership. If they are eligible, this publicity will help them understand
the ground rules for partnership and allow them the opportunity to plan their careers
accordingly.

Firm Policies for Part-Time Lawyers
The model balanced hours policy promulgated by the Project for Attorney Retention in
its 2001 final report42 is set forth in the Appendix. DRI gratefully acknowledges the
efforts expended by PAR in its development of this report and model policy and its
gracious consent to allow the model policy to be reprinted in this report. The model
policy is, however, set forth in this report with the caveat that the mere adoption of a
policy is insufficient, in and of itself, to create the atmosphere necessary for a successful
part-time policy. Clearly, along with the adoption of a policy tailored to the unique
needs of the firm, there must be an attitudinal shift that welcomes part-time lawyers
and embraces the concept that accommodations for such attorneys will serve the
best long-term interests of the firm and its clients.

Periodic Evaluation of Firm Policies
In order for the firm to determine the effectiveness of its part-time policy, it is crucial
that the policy be periodically evaluated. Perhaps the most efficient manner in which
to evaluate the policy is through periodic surveys of the firm’s attorneys. “Such surveys
can assess women’s experience in areas such as compensation, leadership positions,
promotion patterns, alternative work arrangements and satisfaction levels.”43 Sensitivity
training for partners may be effective to assist them in understanding and accept-
ing the issues with which part-time lawyers are faced. While no measure of sensitivity
training will win over all partners, antiquated views toward external issues facing
women trial lawyers will gradually fade as older male partners retire. A change in
firm culture, which is required for acceptance of alternative work arrangements to
accommodate lawyers’ outside interests and obligations, is an evolutionary process
that will likely require more than a single generation of lawyers to come to fruition.

42 PAR Study, supra note 35.
43 The Unfinished Agenda, supra note 12, at 33 (citing Women of Color in Corporate Man-
agement: Dynamics of Career Advancement, 32–33, 66 (Catalyst, 1999)); Advancing
Women in Business: Best Practices from the Corporate Leaders, 39–52 (Catalyst, 1998);
Mary C. Mattis, “Organizational Initiatives in the USA for Advancing Managerial
Women,” in Women in Management: Current Research Issues (Davidson & Burke, eds.
1994); Deborah Graham, Best Practices, ch. 1 (American Bar Association Commission
on Women in the Profession).
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Interview Questions

General questions for each category
1. How long have/were you been practicing?
2. What is/was the primary nature of your practice?
3. What is (has been) the primary source of business/clients/cases for you?
   a. Senior Partner or someone else from department
   b. Required to build on own and market
   c. Other?

A. Specific questions for female practicing attorneys
1. What methods of building your practice have been the most successful?
   a. Individual efforts
   b. Team efforts
   c. Mentors
2. Do you have a mentor at your current establishment or have you ever had a mentor?
3. Do you act as a mentor or have you ever?
4. If you answered yes to questions 2 or 3, what is the sex of your mentor or protégé?
5. What is the attitude of other women at your firm? If the attitude varies based on years in practice, please explain.
6. Have you ever considered leaving your firm based on issues surrounding your gender?
7. Have you ever felt you've been treated differently either in court or in various business activities because of your gender? Please elaborate.
8. Have you been given the same marketing opportunities in your firm as men? If not, please explain.
9. Have you been given the same opportunities for promotion and partnership within your law firm as men? If not, please explain.
10. Have family issues impacted your success within your law firm? If so, please explain.
    a. Aging parents
    b. Children
    c. Deciding not to have children
    d. Sick family member
    e. Divorce
    f. Other
11. What strategies do you believe law firms can implement to retain competent women trial attorneys?
12. Have you ever received inappropriate comments from opposing counsel or judges directed to the fact that you are a female lawyer?
13. Have you ever received similar comments from someone at your own firm or on your trial team?
14. Have these comments influenced the way you present yourself in court, at depositions, negotiations, or otherwise?
15. What are three (3) methods you used to develop your business? And which is the most successful?
16. How does compensation compare to males in your same position?
17. Does the same number of billable hours earn the same amount of compensation for women as men?
18. Does your firm compensate for non-billable outside activities (i.e. professional associations)? And, are outside activities appreciated or perceived differently by your firm?
19. What do you believe are the top three (3) challenges facing female trial lawyers in their practice? Please explain how you deal with those challenges.
20. What unique strengths do you feel you bring to the table as a female litigator?

**B. Questions for managing partners**
1. Are female attorneys treated differently at the law firm in regards to case loads and marketing efforts? Please explain.
2. Is there a perception in the firm that women with families perform differently than women without?
3. What are the top three (3) challenges you believe female attorneys are facing?
4. Are requests being made from the client to have a female attorney on their trial team?
5. Does your firm have a part-time policy? If so, please explain the policy?
6. Do you find that women partners tend to make less under your compensation system than men?
7. Are there particular types of cases predominately assigned to female attorneys?
8. Have you experienced challenges in the retention of women trial attorneys in your firm? If so, please identify the top three (3) reasons.
9. What does your firm do to develop their women attorneys into first chair trial lawyers?
10. What strengths do you believe women attorneys bring to your firm’s trial teams?
11. Do you have any particular marketing that the firm does for its women attorneys?
12. Do you have any recommendations on how your women trial attorneys can market their practice?

**C. Questions for corporate or insurance counsel**
1. Have you ever been in private practice? If so, for how many years and what area of the law?
2. If you were in private practice, why did you leave or go in-house? Please explain.
3. Do you require a female attorney on your trial team?
4. Is it important to you to have women on your trial team? Acting as first chair? If so, why?
5. What is the best reason or your motivation to include a woman on your trial team?
6. Have you been more or less successful with women on your trial team? Please explain.
7. Is there an instance or case where you would not want a woman on your trial team?
8. Do you survey your counsel to find out what the percentage of outside counsel used are women?
9. Do you strive to achieve a certain percentage of female attorneys as outside counsel?
10. If you require that women attorney hours be reported on legal invoices, what do you do with that information?

**D. Questions for judges**
1. How does the number of female attorneys you see in a courtroom compare to men in the courtroom? If possible try to get a percentage.
2. How many women are serving as first chair?
3. What do you believe are the top three (3) challenges facing female attorneys?
4. What recommendations do you have for law firms to help develop their female litigators into first chair trial attorneys?
5. Is there a particular type of case handled more by women? If so, what type of cases or law is it? (Note: this should be besides female prosecutors or domestic cases; this is re: civil defense.)
6. Have you noticed whether juries react differently to female litigators than male litigators? If so, please explain how these opinions vary. Does it depend on the type of case a woman is working on?
7. Is there anything in particular (i.e. action, gesture, phrase) that is acceptable for a male attorney to do, however when a woman does the same thing, it's a turnoff?
8. Is there any particular strategy you have seen that works well for women attorneys in the courtroom that doesn’t work as well for men?

E. Questions for attorneys who left the practice of law
1. What were the primary reasons for your departure?
2. Did you ever voice any of your concerns or reasons for leaving to someone at the firm? If so, what was their reaction?
3. Did you stay involved in the legal industry? What are you doing now?
4. What pressures or challenges led to your decision to leave the practice of law? Please explain.
5. What improvements would you make to the system, either inside the firm or with the profession, which would encourage women to continue practicing law?
6. What events or benefits could have enticed you to stay in practice?
7. Would a part-time or flexible work policy contribute to your decision to stay with the firm?
8. If you ever worked part-time at a law firm, please rank the following reasons why you have decided to leave your firm:
   a. Inflexible schedule
   b. Hours
   c. Compensation
   d. Partnership track is too long or nonexistent
   e. Level of responsibility has changed
   f. Leadership opportunities no longer available
   g. Client contact has diminished
   h. Type of work has changed

F. Questions for part-time female attorneys
1. Does/did your firm have a formal part-time or flexible work arrangement policy? If so, what does that policy entail?
2. How did you find out about the policy? (choose one)
   a. Firm manual
   b. Orientation
   c. Self inquiry
   d. Firm newsletter
   e. Department meeting
   f. Online source
   g. Other
3. Can an attorney arrange for a customized part-time policy?
4. Did the firm management assist you in implementing this policy?
5. If so, who?
   a. Reporting partner(s)
   b. Other partner(s)
   c. Department leader
   d. Human resources
   e. Other part-time attorneys
6. Do/did you have regularly scheduled meetings to discuss your part-time arrangements?
7. Does/did your firm have adequate technological capabilities to allow you to work from home?
8. Does/did your firm allow you to keep your secretary? Please explain.
9. Did your quality of work change once you became part-time? Please explain.
10. Did your type of work change once you became part-time? Please explain.
11. Did your part-time status affect your working relationship with other attorneys? Please explain.
   (e.g., partners question their commitment to the firm; viewed them as “partial member” of the firm; some partners would not work with them; viewed as “marginal or problematic”; no longer considered for trial teams)
12. Are part-time associates or counsel eligible for partnership? (Here, we may or may not want to ask about the average difference in partnership track for full-time and part-time attorneys)
13. Are part-time attorneys eligible for end-of-year bonuses and other benefits of full-time attorneys?
14. Does the firm compensate over and above for part-time attorneys who have exceeded their agreed-upon schedule or hours?
15. Does the firm reimburse day care expenses when part-time attorneys are forced to work on non-scheduled days?
16. As a part-time employee, do you feel you are involved with the firm and presented with opportunities to participate in committees and management positions?
17. Did/does your part-time schedule affect your business development activities? Please explain.
18. Are you still working part-time in a firm?
19. If not, rank the following reasons why you have decided to leave your firm:
   a. Inflexible schedule
   b. Hours
   c. Compensation
   d. Partnership track is too long or nonexistent
   e. Level of responsibility has changed
   f. Leadership opportunities no longer available
   g. Client contact has diminished
   h. Type of work has changed

G. Interview questions for male defense trial lawyers
1. How many women trial attorneys in your firm are first chair trial lawyers?
   a. What is your view about developing women attorneys into first chair trial lawyers?
2. What are the top three challenges facing women attorneys as defense trial counsel?
3. What reasons are there to make an effort for firms to put women on their trial teams?
4. What efforts does your law firm make in the promotion and partnership opportunities for women trial lawyers?
5. Do you believe that there are retention problems in your firm with women trial attorneys? If so, please explain.
6. What is your firm’s attitude about women trial attorneys working part time?
   a. What can firms do to better accommodate women trial attorneys who want to work part time?
7. Do you believe women are given the same marketing opportunities in your firm as men?
8. Do you perceive that women attorneys are compensated less than male trial attorneys in your firm?
Survey Questions and Results

How long have you been practicing law?

- 39.6%: 124—11–15 years
- 16.0%: 122—7–10 years
- 16.3%: 66—1–3 years
- 17.2%: 131—4–6 years
- 8.7%: 302—more than 15 years
- 0.4%: 30—6–12 months
- 2.0%: 3—0–6 months

Have you ever been a partner in a law firm?

- 56.2%: 428—Yes
- 43.8%: 334—No

Have you ever been in government service?

- 73.2%: 557—No
- 26.8%: 204—Yes
What is the size of your law firm?

What best describes your role in the firm?

Does your firm offer the following: part-time employment, sabbaticals or leaves of absence?
Are you or have you ever been a part-time employee at a law firm? (If you answer “no” to this question you will automatically be routed to [the next] question [resuming on page 53 of this report].)

From here through page 52, the responses are from the group that answered “yes” in the previous question.

Are part-time associates or counsel eligible for partnership?

- 58—Yes
- 50—No

Are part-time attorneys eligible for end-of-year bonuses and other benefits of full-time attorneys?

- 79—Yes
- 31—No
Does the firm compensate over and above for part-time attorneys who have exceeded their agreed-upon schedule of hours?

- 53.5% Yes
- 46.5% No

As a part-time employee, do you feel you are involved with the firm and presented with opportunities to participate in communities and management positions?

- 63.1% Yes
- 36.9% No

Are you still working part-time in a firm?

- 51.8% Yes
- 48.2% No
If you are no longer working part-time, please rank the following reasons why:
(1 indicates that it was a minor consideration and 5 indicates that it was a major consideration)

**Inflexible schedule**

![Inflexible schedule bar chart]

**Hours**

![Hours bar chart]
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Level of responsibility has changed

Leadership opportunities no longer available
Client contact has diminished

Type of work has changed
Does your firm encourage outside activities/affiliations (i.e., Charity, Association and/or Professional organization or board membership)?

- Yes: 623
- No: 128

Do you have or have you had a mentor?

- Yes: 476
- No: 285

If you answered yes to [the prior question], is/was the mentor male or female?

- Male: 356
- Female: 120
Have you ever participated on a committee inside your firm?

- Yes: 63.8%
- No: 36.2%

Have you ever been married?

- Yes, for 5–15 years: 287
- Yes, for less than 5 years: 155
- No: 137
- Yes, for 16–25 years: 131
- Yes, for over 25 years: 51

If you answered yes to [the prior question], is your spouse employed outside the home?

- Yes: 92.7%
- No: 7.3%
How many children do you have?

- 43.9%: 0
- 27.9%: 1
- 17.4%: 2
- 8.2%: 3
- 2.7%: 4 or more

Has the practice of law influenced your personal decisions regarding the following? (Please rate below)

**Timing of motherhood**

- 245—greatly influenced
- 149—moderately influenced
- 141—N/A
- 136—not influenced
- 86—slightly influenced

- 32.4%: Greatly influenced
- 19.7%: Moderately influenced
- 18.6%: N/A
- 18.0%: Not influenced
- 11.4%: Slightly influenced

**Child care**

- 336—greatly influenced
- 264—N/A
- 81—moderately influenced
- 39—not influenced
- 33—slightly influenced

- 44.6%: Greatly influenced
- 35.1%: N/A
- 10.8%: Moderately influenced
- 5.2%: Not influenced
- 4.4%: Slightly influenced
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Do you believe there is a “glass ceiling” for women defense attorneys?

- Yes: 65.3%
- No: 34.7%

Have you ever considered leaving the practice of law due to issues relating to your gender?

- No: 61.6%
- Yes: 38.4%
Have you ever experienced gender bias in the courtroom?

- Yes: 534
- No: 225

Have you ever felt social pressure regarding rain making or client relations from either inside your firm or from an outside source?

- Yes: 541
- No: 208

Would you be willing to be contacted by DRI for an interview pertaining to this topic?

- Yes: 320
- No: 273
PAR Model Balanced Hours Policy*

Introduction
Our Firm’s strength is derived from its diverse and deeply talented group of attorneys. As a firm, we are committed to maintaining and promoting our diversity and talent. A key way for us to demonstrate our commitment is to recognize that our attorneys have responsibilities and interests outside the Firm that need to be supported and that these responsibilities and interests will affect our attorneys’ work schedules.

Balanced hours schedules are available to our attorneys as one way of supporting their lives outside the office. (Similar schedules are available for staff, as set out in the staff manual.) Balanced hours schedules are individually tailored reduced hours schedules designed to meet the needs of the attorney and the needs of the Firm and its clients. Requests for balanced hours schedules will be considered in light of the business needs of the Firm and the Firm’s clients, and will be granted whenever possible. The Firm believes that balanced hours schedules should not affect an attorney’s professional development or ability to provide professional service to the Firm, clients, the bar, and the community.

This policy sets forth the procedure for proposing a balanced hours schedule, and the general guidelines applicable to balanced hours schedules. Questions about the policy or its application should be directed to the Balanced Hours Coordinator.

Expectations
The Firm expects all of its attorneys to provide professional and prompt service to clients. It also expects all of its attorneys to provide pro bono services in accordance with the Firm’s policy, continue their legal education, engage in business development, participate in bar activities, and share in Firm administrative and managerial duties. Balanced hours attorneys should anticipate and meet these expectations.

Flexibility
Meeting client needs often requires flexibility in scheduling, and all attorneys are expected to be flexible in their scheduling when necessary. The Firm will not expect balanced hours attorneys to work in their off-hours on a regular basis, but it may be necessary from time to time for a balanced hours attorney to come into the office or work from another location when not scheduled to do so. When this happens, every effort will be made to provide the attorney compensatory time off within the same pay period as the non-scheduled work. If it is not possible for the attorney to take compensatory time off, the attorney will be compensated in accordance with the compensation guidelines of this policy.

Availability and Duration
Balanced hours schedules are available to all attorneys, assuming an acceptable proposal is made. There is no minimum length of time that an attorney must work full-time before a balanced hours request will be considered. The Firm recognizes that attorneys’ schedules will change over time, and understands that balanced hours attorneys may wish to return to standard hours schedules or to stay on balanced hours indefinitely. Changes will be accommodated, again assuming an acceptable proposal is made. There is no minimum or maximum length of time an attorney may work a balanced hours schedule.

**Schedules**

Balanced hours schedules are to be tailored to meet the individual needs of attorneys. The schedules may include fewer hours per week, month, or year. [The Firm finds that beneficial continuity of service to clients generally requires attorneys to work at least 50 percent of a standard hours schedule, but proposals to work less than 50 percent will be considered.] The schedules should be described in terms of percentage of a standard hours schedule, which for these purposes is defined as [1800] billable hours and [400] nonbillable hours. [Note: for firms without billable or other hourly requirements, the standard schedule can be determined by averaging the attorney’s own work hours over a several-year period or over his or her entire career with the firm.] Balanced hours schedules are to include both billable and nonbillable time in proportion to the billable and nonbillable hours the attorneys worked when on standard schedules. (For new hires, the Balanced Hours Coordinator will suggest a ratio based on a typical attorney’s experience at the Firm.)

**Balanced Hours Proposals**

An attorney wishing to work a balanced hours schedule should first explore the types of balanced hours schedules worked by other attorneys in the Firm and elsewhere, and determine what type of schedule would best suit their individual needs. Information about balanced hours schedules is kept by the Balanced Hours Coordinator and is available on the Firm’s intranet. The attorney should work with the Balanced Hours Coordinator to complete the pre-proposal questionnaire, which covers topics such as how the attorney will accomplish his or her work and how the attorney will be available for emergencies, and draft the proposal. Draft proposals should be reviewed by the Balanced Hours Coordinator and submitted to the attorney’s supervising attorney(s) and practice head. The supervising attorney(s) and practice head will be asked to consider various factors relating to how work will be performed under the proposed balanced hours schedule. The Firm anticipates that if the supervising attorney(s) and/or practice head have objections to the proposal, they will discuss the objections and suggest revisions to the attorney. The practice head will forward it, with his or her recommendation as to approval, to the Management Committee for final consideration.

**Compensation**

Associates and counsel working balanced hours schedules will be compensated proportionally to standard hours attorneys of their same class year. For example, an associate working 80 percent of a standard hours schedule will earn 80 percent of the standard hours salary for an associate in her same class. [Associates and counsel working less than 50 percent of a standard schedule may be compensated on an hourly basis, if the Balanced Hours Coordinator and their practice heads determine that hourly compensation is more feasible.] Partners will be compensated in accordance with the recommendations of the Compensation Committee, which will determine the partner share of a balanced hours attorney as if the attorney were working a standard schedule and then adjust the share amount to reflect the proportion of hours worked. Compensation based on business origination credits will be paid at full rates, and not adjusted proportionally. Balanced hours attorneys remain eligible for bonuses, which will be awarded in proportion with the attorneys’ schedules. For bonuses based on the number of hours over target worked, balanced hours attorneys will receive bonuses based on the number of hours over their balanced hours schedule worked.
Benefits
Balanced hours attorneys remain eligible for the same benefits as standard hours attorneys, [except that attorneys working less than 50 percent or less than 25 hours per week are ineligible for medical, dental, life, and disability insurance as stated in the Firm’s policies]. [Balanced hours attorneys are eligible for the same benefits as standard hours attorneys, prorated to reflect the proportion of a standard schedule the balanced hours attorney is working. For example, if a balanced hours attorney works 80 percent of a standard schedule, the firm will pay 80 percent of the premium for his or her health, dental, life and disability insurance and the balanced hour attorney will be responsible for the remainder of the premium.]

Technology
The Firm provides all attorneys with an annual stipend for use in purchasing work-related technology. The stipend may be used for such things as cellular telephones and service, Blackberries, fax machines, second phone lines, and computers. Balanced hours attorneys are urged to consider their needs for communicating with the office and with clients when deciding how to use their stipend. At a minimum, a fax machine and cellular telephone should be purchased. If additional stipend amounts are needed, the Firm will consider advancing the additional amounts against the next year’s stipend.

Assignments
Balanced hours attorneys will receive the same types of assignments as standard hours attorneys, adjusted to take work hours into account. Balanced hours attorneys will not receive a disproportionate amount of routine work. The Balanced Hours Coordinator will review the type of work done by balanced hours attorneys to ensure compliance with this guideline.

Partnership Track
The Firm evaluates its associates and counsel regularly to ensure they are performing at a level that makes them eligible for partnership. Factors considered include, but are not limited to, quality of work, quality of relationships with clients and colleagues, skill development, and ability to attract new business. Working a balanced hours schedule does not change the evaluation process or the factors considered, and balanced hours associates and counsel remain eligible for partnership. Working a balanced hours schedule may extend the time at which an attorney is considered for partnership, depending on the proportion of standard hours worked and the duration of the balanced hours schedule. For example, an associate who works a standard schedule for six years and an 80 percent of standard schedule for two years is likely to be considered with other associates of his class, but an associate who works a 60 percent schedule for six years will likely find his partnership track extended by two or more years.

Periodic Reviews
The success of each balanced hours schedule will be reviewed with the attorney, Balanced Hours Coordinator, and the attorney’s supervisor(s) every three [six] months. If changes to the schedule are necessary, they will be made in writing. In addition to the six-month reviews, the attorney and his or her supervisor(s) are encouraged to communicate with each other and/or the Balanced Hours Coordinator on an ongoing basis about issues that arise regarding the schedule. The Balanced Hours Coordinator will review the hours worked by balanced hours attorneys and will address consistent excessive hours with the attorney and the attorney’s supervisor(s) on an ongoing basis.
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